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Abstract
The age of adolescence represents few years of uncertainties and unknown in the development and evolution of a young
people. In the search of his own identity, the adolescent needs symbols in order to access the unconscious personal
resources. Working with metaphors in the process of counselling and psychotherapy facilitates new signification and
sense for the adolescent that experience the most provocative period of his life. This article focuses on the benefits of
using metaphorical techniques to improve emotional health in adolescents. We supposed that using a brief experiential
metaphoric exercise (My own relaxation and recreation place) would allow the group members to improve their present
emotional anxiety experience. The adolescents became more aware of their inner resources (such as tranquillity, calm,
trust and hope) and needs.
Present finding indicate the effects of expressive-creative methods on anxiety state. Using metaphor in the therapy of
adolescents could be an important method to reduce the anxiety and to help them understand the role of their emotions
in the process of personal development.
Keywords: Expressive-creative methods, emotional health, personal development

1. INTRODUCTION
The issue of anxiety may be considered as a nodal point referred to the most difeerent and most
important question, an enigma whose resolution should lighten up our whole inner psychological
life (Freud, 2004, p.434). The anxiety represents an emotion characterized by intranquillity,
concern, tension, fear felt by the adolescent like an imminent danger referred of his confusing
future. A little of anxiety could help the motivation of learning, of developing the personal potential
and it could be used to keep people out of risks. But, the persistent anxiety could interfere with
adolescent's scholar activities, with the family and friends relationship and even with the joy of life.
The anxiety stops the adolescent to become autonomous and accomplished and block his tendency
of actualization. The anxiety represents a way of emotional self-regulation. The experiential
psychotherapy is focused on now and here moment and try to assist the adolescent to express his
own emotions using metaphoric techniques which helps the young teenager exploring, discovering
and defining himself by reaching his possibilities, his spontaneity, his creativity and the
manifestation of his personal potential (Răban – Motounu, 2020; Vitalia, 2019, 2017).
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The metaphor represents a dynamic and developing way to acces the personal psychological
resources acting like a fast and surprising connection between unconscious and conscious mind
(Mitrofan, 2000, p.291). The therapeutic metaphor has an instant acces to the personal experiences
and needs.
Many studies show that using metaphor as therapeutic instrument may be efficient in the approach
of anxiety. The metaphor deactivates the personal defense mechanisms without increase the anxiety.
The adolescent could take a step back from his existential difficulty and he could focus on the
metaphoric exercise for refocus on his problem with new informations and action possibilities won
in metaphoric interaction (Witztum, Hart, Friedman, 1988).
The present study focussed on the benefits of using metaphor techniques on anxiety experience.
Hypothesis: We supposed that the anxiety state and the anxiety trait would decrease after a
metaphoric exercise.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Method: The present study is based on an experimental design. The dependent variables were the
anxiety state and anxiety trait. The independent variable was the participation on the metaphoric
exercise based on Metaphor of your own relaxation and recreation place, created for this
particularly study.
Psychometrical methods: State – Trait Anxiety Inventory C (STAI-C) Form and Statistical
methods.
Instruments: STAI is a commonly used measure of trait and state anxiety. The instrument
distinguishes between how prone a child is to anxious behaviour and emotional anxiety. It includes
two sets of 40 questions, 20 questions for A – State anxiety and 20 questions for A – Trait anxiety
that can be verbally read to younger children. Internal consistency coefficients for the scale have
ranged from .86 to .95; test – retest reliability coefficients have ranged from .65 to .75 over a two
months interval.
Participants: 20 adolescents students in 7th grade participated in this experiment, 12 of them were
female and eight were male. On average, participants were 13 years old.
Procedure: We used a metaphoric exercise based on Metaphor of your own relaxation and
recreation place, created particularly for this study and presented as a guided imagery meditation.
The experiment took place on – line, via Skype.
The participants were asked to sit in a relaxing position, noticing how they feel. The researcher
asked them to follow a road and finding a right and calm place of their own good for relaxation and
recreation. The participants were guided to feel and pay attention on their sensatios, emotions and
thoughts. They were encouraged to continue focus on their experience, to create their own place of
relaxation and recreation, to bring their awareness to their feelings and emotions, to notice every
sensation of their bodies and to try customize their own place of relaxation and recreation.
Each participant from the experimental group completed ratings about the current anxiety state and
trait before and after the metaphoric exercise.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Statistical analysis was performed to test the hypothesis of this study. Paired Samples T Test was
used to identify the differences of STAI-C scores before and after the Metaphor of your own
relaxation and recreation place exercise. Statistical results revealed significant differences for
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anxiety state (t = 4.323; sig = 0.002) and anxiety trait (t = 5.014; sig = 0.001). The hypothesis
assuming a positive immediate effect of metaphoric exercise on anxiety was confirmed by the data.
We also compared the scores of experimental group by the scores of control group. The
Independent T Test revealed a significant differences between the two groups.
Table 1: Group Statistics – t test results

State Anxiety
Trait Anxiety

t
- 4.138
- 2.483

Sig/2 tailed
0.001
0.023

p
0.05
0.05

The data confirmed the hypothesis of the study that the metaphoric exercise decreased the level of
anxiety.
Discussion
The metaphoric exercise decreased the level of anxiety state and anxiety trait. This exercise was
based on the power of metaphor, considered an expressive-creative technique, used in the approach
of anxiety in adolescence age. The purpose of using the ,,Metaphor of your own relaxation and
recreation place” is the spontaneously personal exploring and discovering of the own psychological
resources that could creatively help the adolescent to develop his personality.
Using metaphor in the approach of adolescent anxiety reveal the psychological resources of the
young and it could activate new information of himself that could recreate new strategies for
extending the capacities of transforming his personal experiences (Vitalia, 2020).
The creative images used in the metaphoric exercise have helped the adolescents to relax, to express
themselves, and to be open and confident about experiencing their own reality.
The participants were asked to focus on their sensations an emotions and this experience was
calming and allowed them to deep below the concerns of their minds into relaxation and security, to
be creative, spontaneous, to focus on their own symbols and new signification accomplished while
experimenting the metaphor of their own place of relaxation and recreation.
4.CONCLUSIONS
Present finding indicates the effects of expressive-creative metaphor on anxiety state. This
experience was associated with decreased levels of anxiety (participants felt more calm, fearless,
confident and less worried). Using metaphor in the psychotherapy on adolescents could be an
important method to treat their anxiety and to help them to understand the role of their emotions in
the evolution of human personality.
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